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Overview

Gender displays hybrid properties:

⋆ Like typical “derivational” morphology (i.e. categorisers):
▶ root selected (cf. English amuse-ment/*amus-ion vs. instruct-ion/*instruct-ment);
▶ no stable semantic function (cf. English -able in do-able vs. comfort-able).

⋆ Like typical “inflectional” morphology (i.e. functional heads):
▶ triggers concord (cf. number in Romance, definiteness in Semitic, case in Slavic).

Questions
▶Where is gender encoded?
On a functional head in the nominal Extended Projection (Geno, cf. Picallo 1991
et seq.), or on a categorising head (a nominaliser no, cf. Lowenstamm 2007)?

▶Where is gender realised?
Is the morpheme where gender is introduced (and interpreted) the same as the
morpheme overtly realising it at PF?

▶How is gender encoded?
What are the features responsible for encoding gender?

I attempt to shed light on these questions by looking at data from Italian.

Where is Gender Encoded?

DIAGNOSTIC:
Following Borer (2013, 2014), the first functional head of an Extended Projection de-
limits the domain of non-compositional content: if gender is a nominaliser, it can
be transparent to non-compositional meaning assignment.

Hypothesis

Gender is encoded on anominaliser no (cf. Lowenstamm 2007, Kramer 2014, 2015).

Nouns with non-compositional meaning that requires both the gender-encoding head
and Divo, where plurality is encoded (Borer 2005, Mathieu 2012, 2014):

(1) vicinanz-a;
closeness-fs

pulizi-a
cleanliness-fs

−→

‘closeness; cleanliness’

(2) vicinanz-e;
closeness-fpl

pulizi-e
cleanliness-fpl

‘neighbourhood; housework’

(3) Singular:

[ [ [
√
ROOT] no[+FEM] ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
CONTENT

Divo ]

(4) Plural:

[ [ [
√
ROOT] no[FEM] ] Divo[PL] ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

CONTENT

Nouns with so-called “double plurals” havemany non-compositional plurals: gender
is included in, but does not delimit, the domain of content assignment.

(5) fus-o
spindle-ms

→ fus-i;
spindle-mpl

fus-a
spindle-fpl

‘spindle → spindles (m) / purr(s) (f)’

Where is Gender Realised?

DIAGNOSTIC:
How gender interacts with diminutives (-in), affectives (-ucci), and pejoratives
(-acci). Typically, they never alter a noun’s original gender.

(6) matit-a
pencil-fs

→ matit-in-a/*-o;
pencil-dim-fs/*-ms

matit-ucci-a/*-o;
pencil-aff-fs/*-ms

matit-acci-a/*-o
pencil-pej-fs/*-ms

(7) piatt-o
plate-ms

→ piatt-in-o/*-a;
plate-dim-ms/*-fs

piatt-ucci-o/*-a;
plate-aff-ms/*-fs

piatt-acci-o/*-a
plate-pej-ms/*-fs

Selection is local, and each root may require a specific gender.

▶Gender is closer to the root than dim/aff/pej, yet its overt realisation (the
gender-number portmanteaus -o/-a/…) is linearly more peripheral.

Hypothesis
Gender is realised indirectly, “piggybacking” on the spell-out of number, i.e. Divo

(cf. Carstens 1997 on Bantu noun class).

▶PROBLEM: Mismatch between the structural locus of gender for local selection,
and where it overtly appears.

▶ SOLUTION: The overt suffixes expressing gender are the spell-out of Divo.
Gender features spread across DP via concord, affecting the PF of Divo.

(8) [ [ [
√
ROOT] no[+FEM] ] (Fo[DIM/AFF/PEJ] ]) Divo[FEM: ]

OO
]

The feminising nominaliser may sometimes be overt (e.g. -ess). However,
it is distinguishable from the morpheme typically realising gender (e.g. -a).

(9) princip-ess-a
prince-fem-fs

→ [[[√PRINCIP] -ess ]nP -a ]DivP

‘princess’

How is Gender Encoded?

Hypothesis
Gender is monovalent: feminine is introduced by a nominaliser no[+FEM], “mascu-
line” is the absence of such a nominaliser.

▶ Syntactically, “masculine” nouns are contextually categorised roots (Borer 2013,
2014): they become nominal as they occur under nominal functional structure.

(10) Feminine:

[ [ [
√
ROOT] no[+FEM] ]nP Divo ]DivP

(11) Masculine:

[ [
√
ROOT]nP Divo ]DivP

▶Morphologically, in the absence of no[+FEM], the nominal concord feature [fem: ]
is left unvalued, resulting in “masculine” morphology (cf. Preminger 2014).

▶ Semantically, a monovalent feature suffices to partition the nominal domain,
in a way that is recruited to express natural gender (Déchaine 2019, Armelin 2014).

Some Feminine ∼ Masculine Asymmetries

⋆1.Only overt feminisers (-ic, -ess), no overt “masculisers”.
▶ Like covert no[+FEM], they need not be interpreted:

(12) pinza-tr-ic-e
staple-ag-fem-fs
‘stapler’

(13) ancor-ess-a
anchor-fem-fs
‘type of anchor’

⋆2. “Masculine” never interpreted , unlike feminine (cf. Sauerland 2003, 2004):

(14) il
the.ms

sindac-o
mayor-ms

femmina/maschio;
female/male

la
the.fs

sindac-a
mayor-fs

femmina/*maschio
female/*male

(15) il
the.ms

mi-o
my-ms

prim-o
first-ms

figli-o
child-ms

‘my first (#male) child’

(16) la
the.fs

mi-a
my-fs

prim-a
first-fs

figli-a
child-fs

‘my first female child’

⋆3. “Masculine” is a morphological default , when anything other than nominalised
roots appears in a nominal frame (cf. Acquaviva 2019):

(17) il
the.ms

/ *la
*the.fs

“weeeeee!”
weeeee

di
of

Alice
Alice

‘Alice’s “weeeeee!”’

⋆4.Nouns with “double plurals” are always “masculine” in the singular.
▶ Insofar as feminine nouns are roots requiring the nominaliser no[+FEM], this must
be present in the plural too.

▶ Insofar as “masculine” nouns are roots that can be nominalised contextually,
nothing prevents the presence of no[+FEM] in the plural.

⋆5. In “mixed gender” nouns , a “masculine” noun has feminine articles and female
referents. The opposite is impossible (Acquaviva 2019):

(18) la
the.fs

ministr-o;
minister-ms

*il
*the.ms

ministr-a
minister-fs

Expected if nominaliser no[+FEM] may optionally Merge higher in the structure (cf.
Pesetsky 2013, Fuchs & van der Wal 2019), and there is no corresponding no[MASC].

(19) [

“masculine”︷ ︸︸ ︷
[ [
√
ROOT]nP Divo ]DivP no[+FEM] ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

feminine

Conclusions
▶Where is gender encoded?
On a nominaliser no[+FEM].

▶Where is gender realised?
Either as an overt nominaliser -ess/-ic, or via the spell-out of Divo.

▶How is gender encoded?
Via a monovalent feature [fem:+]. “Masculine” is the absence of gender.

Questions, suggestions, and criticism?
p.baggio@qmul.ac.uk

AFF= affective/endearing; AG= agentiviser; DIM= diminutive; FEM= feminiser; FPL= feminine plural; FS= feminine singular; GEN= gender; MPL= masculine plural; MS= masculine singular; PEJ= pejorative


